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Accuracy

We found that QSPECT recovered total activity was
within a few percent of the calibrated activity in both
phantom and patient acquisitions. Willowson et al.[8]

used a similar methodology with lung ventilation and
perfusion radiopharmaceuticals and demonstrated that
virtually all the administered activity could be accounted
for in a one-bed position SPECT/CT. We studied a sys-
temic radiopharmaceutical and this included an estima-
tion of activity in the non-scanned areas of body (distal
limbs, head and neck), which was assumed to be of the
same average level as that in proximal limbs (mixture of
muscular, osseous and fatty tissues). This contributed
only 8!19% of the total recovered activity. We feel this

assumption is a reasonable alternative to whole-body
SPECT scanning, which would be impractical in a clini-
cal setting. Based on the whole-body planar scan that we
also performed in these patients, there were no signifi-
cant areas of uptake in the non-scanned areas (tumours
and major target organs were all included in the SPECT/
CT scan) and the non-specific background activity
appeared visually quite homogeneous. Also, since the
patients did not void between injection and imaging,
the excreted activity was completely included in FOV.
We focused on the assessment of QSPECT"s ability to

recover the total activity in sources, phantom and
patients. Of course, the activity concentration in small
volumes will be affected by partial volume effect and
spill-over, and to a greater extent than with PET due to

Figure 5 From left to right, top to bottom, respectively: fused, CT and SPECT transaxial slice, and anterior
maximum intensity projection of body QSPECT/CT started 60min after intravenous administration of 8.4 GBq of
[177Lu]octreotate, in a patient with metastatic neuroendocrine tumour to liver and abdominal lymph nodes (patient 1).
The upper threshold of the colour scale (red) was set to SUV 12.

Quantitative 177Lu SPECT imaging 63
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Figure 4 Prior to radionuclide therapy with [177Lu]octreotate, widespread liver and focal bone disease in the lumbar
spine and pelvis is apparent on whole-body planar [111In]octreotide imaging (left panels). At follow-up, 3 months
following completion of 4 cycles of therapy (administered over a 6-month interval and therefore 9 months from the
start of therapy), almost complete scintigraphic resolution was apparent (right panels). Residual disease in the lumbar
region had been treated with external beam radiotherapy prior to radionuclide therapy.

Figure 5 Following chemotherapy that was not associated with morphological response, there was marked ongoing
hepatomegaly and high FDG uptake in a primary pancreatic lesion (top left panels) but all sites of disease also had
moderately intense uptake of [68Ga]octreotate (top right panels). At follow-up the patient!s clinical condition had
improved markedly with resolution of previous abdominal distension, epigastric pain and fatigue. The FDG PET/CT
demonstrated a marked reduction in hepatic size, development of multiple, low attenuation lesions with low metabolic
activity and shrinkage of the pancreatic mass (bottom left panels). Despite this apparent complete metabolic response,
multiple small but more intense lesions persisted in the liver and pancreas on [68Ga]octreotate. These findings suggest
differential radiation sensitivity of the FDG-avid sub-population of cells compared with those with high somatostatin
receptor expression and emphasise the advantages of cross-fire irradiation in heterogeneous tumour masses.
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–  8$..*(a/1",0c(

•  ;+*%(%T%#0/Z(
–  >&,(K.'/%,($+B%'(4",#L.,(

•  ;%B%'%($+B%'(0.f+#+03(+/('&'%(
–  >.)2$+#&L.,/(+,($%//(01&,(^r(X)./0$3(-&/0'.6+,0%/L,&$Y(

•  ?'.)+/+,-('%/"$0/(
–  Mo#&#3(+,(01%(/&)%('&,-%(&/(?==S(



!"#$%&'()%*+#+,%(4.'(!MS(
•  :+&-,./L#(/#&,/(

–  A+/),%/"-3+)&-+,-((
–  @//%//(,.,6+,B&/+B%$3(/2%#+W#(4%&0"'%/(.4(!MS(
–  >.)2$%)%,0&'3(0.('&*+.$.-3(

•  =&*+.,"#$+*%(01%'&23(
–  A/%/(/2%#+W#(4%&0"'%/(.4(!MS(0.(0&'-%0(0")."'/(
–  A,+l"%312'"034%+3.**3$.35'"034%+30!*"063&22'.&#1(
–  >.)2$%)%,0&'3(0.(.01%'()%*+#&$g/"'-+#&$(01%'&2+%/(
–  i%$$60.$%'&0%*(&,*(2'.)+/+,-('%/"$0/(

•  S1%(,"#$%&'()%*+#+,%(213/+#+&,(+/(,.K(&(V%3(2$&3%'(+,(01%(
7"$L*+/#+2$+,&'3(S%&)9(4.'(01%(.2L)&$(#&'%(.4(2&L%,0/(
/"T%'+,-(4'.)(!MS(



Thank you! 


